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Abstract: 
   In this paper, we introduce and study ideal in AB- Algebra, it is called SBA-ideal, we give some 
examples, properties and theorems  about it .Also,we study  the direct product of  SBA-ideals finaly, we 
introduce and study  fuzzy SBA –ideal of AB-Algebra.  
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Introducing:  
  The notion of fuzzy subsets was defined by Zadeh in 1965 [7]. Then Y. Imai and K. Iseki introduced 
two classes of abstract algebras were BCK-algebras and BCI-algebras [5,6]. After that several papers have 
been published by mathematicians to defined the classical mathematical concepts and fuzzy mathematical 
concepts. In 2018 A.T. Hameed introduced a new notion, called a AB- algebra [1,2]. 
In this paper we itemized the ideas as we talk about in the abstract. 
 
1-Preliminaries;  
Definition (1.1) [7];
    Let    be  a non- empty set a mapping ]1,0[:  is named a fuzzy subset of .  
 
Definition (1.2) [7];

   Let be a fuzzy subset of  . If  (y) = 0 for every y   then    is named  empty fuzzy set . 
 
Definition (1.3) [3]; 
    Let   , be two fuzzy sets of set  AB-Algebra )0,;( Then : 

.x, })(),({ m)(x)(2   x, })(),({min )(x)(-1 xxaxxx  
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  Definition (1.4) [2];  
  An AB-algebra is a nonempty set   with a constant 0 and a binary operation satisfying three  axioms: 

 
xx

x
zxyzyx

03
 x,          002

    zy,x,, 0)())()((1
 

  
   Definition (1.5) [1]; 
  A non-empty subset I of an AB-algebra )0,;( is named an AB-ideal of   if the following two    
conditions are hold :  

.,,, Izx Iy and  Izy)(x2
I01

zyx
 

 
Proposition (1.6) [1]; 
     Let jjI  be a family of AB-ideals of AB-algebra )0,;(  then  I 

j
j is   an AB-ideal of .   

Proposition (1.7) [2]: 
   Let jjI  be a family  of  AB-ideals of  AB-algebra )0,;(  where 1jj II ,   j then 

j 

   jI

is  AB-ideal of  .   
 
Definition (1.8) [2]: 
  Let )0,;( and )0,;(G be two AB-algebras .A homomorphism from  into G  is a mapping  

)0,;()0,;(: Gf such that yx,  )()()( yfxfyxf . The set ker ( f )= }0)({ xfXx  

is called the kernel of  f . 
 
Definition (1.9) [1]: 
    Let I be an AB-ideal of AB-algebra   .Given ,x the equivalence calss tx][   of  is defined as 

the set of all element of  that are quivalent to x that tx][ ={y : ,we define the set I {

}:][ xx t and a binary operation ( ) on I  by tx][  tt yxy ][][  

 
Definition (1.10) [1]: 
  Let )0,;()0,;(: If  be an outo homomorphism, I be an AB-ideal of AB-algebra .   Then f  

is named the natural AB- homomorphism of   onto I  if .,][)( xxxf t  

 
Definition (1.11) [2]: 
  A fuzzy subset  of AB-algebra   is known fuzzy AB- ideal of   if satifies the following: 

.,,)},(),)((min{)(2
    ),()0(1

zyxyzyxzx
xx

 

Theorem (1.12) [2]: 
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  Let be a fuzzy subset of AB-algebra  . Then  is a fuzzy AB- ideal of   if and only if , 
],1,0[  then  either empty or an AB-ideal of  . 

Definition (1.13) [4]: 
Let be a fuzzy subset of a set  . For any t [0,1], the set 

t = ( ), t = {  x : tx)(  } is called a level set (upper level cut) of . 
Theorem (1.14) [2]:  
 Let )0,;( and )0,;(G be two AB-algebras and )0,;()0,;(: G be an onto homomorphism . 
Then G. of  ideal-ABfuzzy  a is )( then ,  of  ideal-ABfuzzy  a is  if  
Definition (1.15) [9]: 
   Let  be a fuzzy ideal of   and )0,;()0,;(: Gf then we called   is f-invariant if and only if 
for all  , yz , )()( yfzf  implies  (z) =  (y). 
Definition (1.16) [ 8]: 
  Let },{ be a family of  fuzzy subsets of a set . Define the fuzzy subset of (intersection) 

by:

 

 x)},({inf)( xx ,define the fuzzy subset of  (union) by  

.),({sup)( xxx
 

2-Mean Results: 
  In this section  we introduce the notion SBA-ideal of AB- algebra .  We will discuse proposition about  
the image of it  under onto homomorphism.   
Definition (2.1): 
   An AB- ideal S of AB- algebra  is named SBA-ideal if it satisfies two conditions : for all ma, : 

.)(2
,01

SamaSmaSa
S

 

Example (2.2): 
 Consider AB-algebra ={0,1,2,3,4,5} that is  defined  by following table: 
 

        0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 0 1 2 3 4 5 

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

2 2 2 0 0 1 1 

3 3 2 1 0 1 1 

4 4 4 4 4 0 1 

5 5 5 5 5 5 0 

 
Let S={0,1,2}, then S is SBA-ideal of  . 
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Theorem (2.3): 
  Let{ jS j : }be a family of SBA-ideals of AB-algebra  , then j

i

S  is an SBA-ideal of AB-algebra 

. 
Proof  
  Since j   jS is SBA-ideal j   jS is an ideal that means  j

j

S is an ideal  by using 

Proposition (1.7) and 
 

 0 j
j

S . 

  Let ma,  such that j
j

Sa , j
j

Sma  this implies j  , , jSama .amd we have 

j   jS  is SBA-ideal  of then   j   ) ( jSama ,we get    .) ( j
j

Sama Thus  j
j

S  

is SBA-ideal. 
 
Theorem (2.4): 
   Let jjS  be a chian of  SBA-ideals of  where 1jj SS ,  j ,then     

j 
jS is  SBA-ideal   

Proof  

   Let jjS  be a chain  of  SBA-ideal of      
i

jS is an ideal of by using Proposition (1.7)and 

j
jS  0 . 

Let ma, ,
j

jSa ,
j

jSma  then there exist jjk SS  such that 

kSa kSma .)( kSama Since  ideal of -is SBA kS   

 
i

j
i

j SSama      )(  is SBA-ideal of    

 
Theorem (2.5): 
  Let )0,,()0,,(: 21  be an AB- onto homomorphism  , S be SBA-ideal of 1  then is )(S  
SBA –ideal of 2  . 
Proof  

   Let S be a SBA-ideal of 1  we have S}i:ζ(i){ζ(S)  is an ideal of 2 . To prove –is SBA )(S  
ideal . 
 let    )(0 S ,   )()( Sa ,  )()()( Sma then  )()(  )()( SmaSa  

  Sa  and    Sma Sama )( since S is SBA-ideal of 1   
thus )())(( Sama   

)())()(()( Sama  
Then )(S  is SBA –ideal of 2  . 
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Proposition (2.6): 
    Let )0,,()0,,(: 21  be an AB- outo homomorphism,  be SBA-ideal of 2  ,then )(1  

. )(ker 1 ,where  1 ideal of –is SBA  
Proof 
 Let  is a SBA –ideal of 2  and  })(:{)( 1

1 aa  is an ideal of 1  , since  

.)(),(
)(  )(Let 

).(0)0(
have   we, 0

11

11

maa
maa

 

Since is SBA-ideal of 2  

)()( 
)()))((())((

.)()()(

1

11

ama
amaama

ama
 

)(1 is  SBA –ideal of 1 . 
 
Proposition (2.7): 

  Let jj  a family of AB- algebras  and jS  be a SBA –ideal of  j  j ,then 
j

jS be SBA –

ideal of direct product 
j

j .Where },:){( jxx jjj
j

j .  

Proof  
Let 

j
jjj ma ,  

  
j     of ideal-SBA is  
     m,  Then 

m,   If

j

j

j

j

jjjj

j
jj

j
jj

S
SaSa

SaSa

   

j
j

jjj

jjjj

Sama

Sama

)(

)(
 

.
j

j ideal of -is SBA  j
j

S thus   

 
Proposition (2.8): 
 Assume be a normal subalgebra of AB –algebra . If  S is a SBA –ideal of  , then S is SBA-ideal 

of    . 

Proof  

  Let  S is a SBA –ideal, that means S is an ideal of S     is  an ideal of    .   
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Then  S]0[ , since S0

  

   of ideal -SBA is     Hence

)][][ (][)]([  followesIt .)(then 

 ideal -SBA is Sbut ,   ][  ][ Thus

][,][Then 

][][,][ So,  [m],[a]Let 

S

SamaamaSama

SmaSaSamSa

Smaa

Smaa

  

 
Theorem (2.9): 
    If )0,,()0,,(: 21 be a hommorphism from commutative AB-algebra 1  into  AB-algebra 

2 ,then ker )( is a SBA-ideal of  . 
Proof  

   
0)ma(   0 )(then 

ma,,  )ker(ma)ker(aLet 
      0)0(

1

a
 

)ker(a)(m  
0)a)(m  (  So

(2) Algebra- AB  def usingby   0a)(m0a)(m ) (

a
a

a
 

Thus  ker )( is a SBA-ideal of  . 
3-Fuzzy SBA-Ideal:  
   In this section, we introduce the concept  of  a fuzzy  SBA-ideal of AB- algebra . We will discuse 
proposition about its the image of it under onto homomorphism. 
Definition (3.1): 
  A fuzzy ideal  of AB-algebra   is named a fuzzy SBA –ideal  and denoted  it by F-SBA -ideal  of 

 if  ma, , )}(),(min{))(( maaama  

Example (3.2): 
  Let },,,0{ be a set with the accompanying table: 

 0    
0 0 0 0 0 

  0 0 0 
   0 0 
    0 

Then   )0,,( is an AB-algebra and  defined fuzzy set ]1,0[:  ,when  

},,{ x,     0.5
0 x,        1

 is F-SBA -ideal  of  

 
 
 

1

1
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Theorem (3.3):     
  Let S be a SBA –ideal on , be a fuzzy subset of AB-algebra  .For  )1,0( , there exists a F-SBA 
-ideal  of such that S  
  Proof  
  Let )1,0( , defined  ]1,0[: by  )(a  if    when 0)( and  SaaSa

})(:{, aa  Saa })(:{ ,suppose  is not F-SBA -ideal  of   

 
 have   then we)(, and  )(

)(,
maa

SamaSmaSa
 ideal–Since S is SBA , )(),(min{))(( maaama  

} ,{min  
)(),(min{))(( maaama
 

This is contradiction is F-SBA -ideal  of  
 
 Theorem (3.4): 
  Let  be  a fuzzy subset of  an AB-algebra ,and  is a F-SBA -ideal  of . Then * is SBA -ideal  

of .where }.)0()({* xx  

Proof  
  Let ma,  such that *, maa , )0()(),0()( maa  
since  is F-SBA -ideal  of  

)}(),(min{))(( maaama  

*)()0())(( amaama  

*Then SBA -ideal  of . 
 
Proposition (3.5): 
  Let  be F-SBA -ideal  of  AB- algebra , then is SBA -ideal   for )]0(,0[  
Proof  
  By using definition we have maama , , ,},)(:{  

)(,)( maa  since  is F-SBA -ideal  of  that mean  

)(then 
)}(),(min{))((

ama
tmaaama

 

is SBA -ideal  of . 
 
proposition (3.6): 
   Let )0,,()0,,(: 21 be an onto homomorphism,let be a fuzzy ideal  of a 

(0)][0,For   .  1 if  is SBA -ideal  of 1  ,then )( is SBA -ideal  of 2 . 
 
Proof 
  By using Theorem (2.5) we can prove that  )(  is SBA -ideal  of 2   obviously . 
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Proposition (3.7):  
  Let )0,,()0,,(: 21 be an  onto homomorphism, it is f-invaiant , then   is F- SBA -ideal  of 

2 if and only if )(1  is F- SBA -ideal  of 1   . 
Proof  
Suppose that   is a F- SBA -ideal  of 2   

)})((),)((min{))()((then  
} ))((, ))((min{)))(((

 ))(())((
 and ))(())((

111

1

1

maaama
maaama

mama
aa

 

So 1 ideal  of -SBA  -is F 1   
  Proof  
   Assume that )(1 is F- SBA -ideal  of 1  ,let  

12 ,   ,  ,)(),( maamaa  

)}( )(),)(( min{  )) ()( ( 
)) )  ( ( ()) )( )(() ((

111 maaama
amaama

 

Since )(1  is F- SBA -ideal  of 1  
))}(()),((min{)))()(()(( maaama  

  So  is SBA -ideal  of 2 . 
 
Theorem (3.8): 
  Let }{ be a family of  F- SBA –ideals of  ,then is F-SBA –ideal  . 

Proof  
  Let , ,ma  

)}(),(min{))((then 

)}(),(min{ )}}({inf)},({infmin{

ideal-SBA-F is  since)}},(),({min{inf))}(({inf

 (1.16) Definitionby  ))}(({inf)))((

maaama

maamaa

maaama

amaama

 

Hence  F-SBA –ideal of  .   

 
Theorem (3.9): 
  Let }{ be a  chain  of  F- SBA –ideal ,then is F- SBA –ideal  .  

Proof  
  Let , ,ma such that  
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. ideal-SBA-F is  So

)}.(),(min{))((

)}(),(min{ )}}({sup)},({supmin{

 ideal-SBA-F is  since)}},(),({min{sup))(({sup

 (1.16) Definitionby ))(({sup)))((

maaama

maamaa

maaama

amaama

 

 
Theorem (3.10): 
  Let  be a fuzzy subset of AB-ideal of   ,then is  a F-SBA-ideal iff  *  is  a F-SBA-ideal of  .    
Proof  
  Let , ,ma  

)}(),(min{
}1)0()(,1)0()(min{

1)0()}(),(min{))((
)}(),(min{))((

 have   weideal-SBA-F is  since
1)0())(())((

**

*

*

maa
maa

maaama
maaama

amaama

 

* is F-SBA-ideal. 

)}(),(min{
)}(),(min{))((

1)0()}(),(min{1)0())((
}1)0()(,1)0()(min{1)0())((

)}(),(min{))((
 have   weideal-SBA-F is  since

1)0())(())((
n deafinatio  usingby 

**

***

*

*

*

maa
maaama

maaama
maaama

maaama

amaama

 

is F-SBA- ideal.  
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